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• Marine Navigation Programs Branch is part of Fleet & Maritimes 

Services Directorate, formerly Operations Directorate

• This portfolio includes the following core programs:

• Aids to Navigation

• Waterways Management

• Marine Communications and Traffic Services

• Icebreaking

• E-Navigation

• This presentation covers the Coast Guard’s modernization of marine 

navigation and safety services.

Introduction
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• This is a transformative initiative, recalibrating Coast Guard’s tools, 

technology, and workforce to ensure relevance and longevity in a 

digital future.

• This work will involve:

• Integrating core programs to provide timely, accurate, and streamlined 

information and expertise to our maritime clients and partners.  

• Developing a Guard workforce that is dynamic, adaptable, diverse, and 

collaborative.

• Collaborating with partners to provide an array of maritime information 

and streamline reporting requirements in a coordinated way.

Modernization of Canada’s Marine Navigation and 

Safety Systems
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• Establish technical requirements and innovative solutions (Mechanics –

Nuts/Bolts)

• Engage and mobilize Coast Guard employees to develop, shape and 

implement this initiative (People)

• Develop and maintain strong and meaningful collaborations to ensure 

access to robust tools, data, and systems (Partnerships)

• Provide a legislative and regulatory framework to shift to digitalization 

of services (Regulatory and policy considerations)

Key Areas of Focus
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• Improve access to Coast Guard’s data by merging existing systems and 

tools into a single interface

• Provide Coast Guard digital, automated, and timely data and services to 

mariners, including aids to navigation, waterways, navigational 

warnings, etc. 

• Coast Guard system improvements considered

• Improve data stewardship principles by increasing data literacy and 

consistency and quality assurance tools

Mechanics/Nuts and bolts
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• Our staff are our most important asset and their engagement and input 

will be critical to designing and implementing modernization

• Coast Guard workforce is uniquely skilled to deliver marine navigation 

and safety services

• Digitalizing programs and services positions staff to provide more 

enriched, accurate information and expertise to optimize routing, 

maintain safe navigation, and healthy marine environment

• Training will be paramount to success of modernization

• Aligns with Coast Guard’s People Strategy to advance leadership 

competencies, training, and professional development (four pillars: 

recruitment, training, career management, wellness) 

People
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• Work with our partners to better suit the needs of mariners and 

industry, and ensure a coordinated and seamless interface for users

• Use national and regional marine advisory board for these discussions

• Industry partners include marine industry, port and pilotage authorities, 

St. Lawrence seaway

• Other partners include interdepartmental, Indigenous, 

Provinces/Territories, United States Coast Guard, and international 

organizations and stakeholders

Partnerships
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• Develop a strong regulatory framework to support and enable 

modernization

• Identify where legislation and regulations need amendments to remove 

barriers, and address gaps

• Transport Canada work to update vessel traffic regulations

• Explore cyber-security measure and requirements to safeguard data 

and systems

• IALA workshop (Oct. 2021)

Regulatory and policy considerations
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• Improve coordination with federal partners to deliver services and share 

information and with the United States on shared waterways and boundaries

• Improved access to timely, automated, and digital info

• Reduce administrative and reporting burden to mariners

• Align with international navigation standards

• Optimize asset placement and fleet capacity

• Enhance data and intelligence to support evidence-based decision-making at 

all levels of government, including Indigenous 

• Adapt services to changing Arctic conditions to better support northern 

communities and safe navigation

• Using artificial intelligence and innovation

Expected Outcomes
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AIS/AIS-ASM

Work underway towards modernization
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